Cost-effective restrictive bariatric surgery: laparoscopic vertical banded gastroplasty versus laparoscopic adjustable gastric band.
Among bariatric restrictive operations, the procedure of choice is still controversial. The aim of this study is to compare the cost of two gastric restrictive procedures: laparoscopic vertical banded gastroplasty (LVBG) and laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB). This is a prospective nonrandomized study comparing the cost effectiveness of LVBG and LAGB. Fifty-nine LVBG are compared to 83 LAGB performed during the same period, September 2005 and August 2006. Both groups demonstrate similar body mass index range and gender distribution. Cost analysis is evaluated as: preoperative, intraoperative, postoperative, follow-up, and management of complication cost. Both groups have similar preoperative and immediate postoperative cost. The material cost for LVBG is significantly lower than for LAGB ($1,326.42 for LVBG to $3,253.42 for LAGB). This material cost, however, excludes instruments and materials that are used in both procedures. Although both groups have similar postoperative routine visits, LAGB visits require band fills which increase its cost by $28 if fills are by palpation or $179 if by ultrasound. The complications in LAGB were also more severe with four patients returning to the operating room and another one medically managed for pulmonary embolism. These are at a higher cost compared to LVBG where none of the patients require reoperation or readmissions. The rate of percentage excess weight loss in LVBG patients however is more rapid than in LAGB patients. LVBG required less expensive instruments and materials for the operation and was associated with a higher rate of weight loss and less complications.